IMAGINE GREATER POSSIBILITIES
WITH THE GLOBAL SUPPLIER OF CHOICE
Bringing your new products to market with advanced capabilities and cutting edge processes

Offering flexible production and impressive capacity, Glatfelter’s nonwoven capabilities have earned a solid reputation for innovation and customization. We offer state-of-the-art facilities in North America and Europe backed by global logistical support, world-class R&D and a powerful new product development engine to drive your success.

New product development is the engine that powers Glatfelter’s growth. Over 50% of our sales come from products developed since 2006.

It’s no wonder that major brands and private labels rely on Glatfelter’s advanced airlaid and wetlaid nonwovens for a diverse range of markets. As a $1.6 billion global leader, Glatfelter delivers 149 years of expertise and a broad portfolio of high quality, highly specialized products—from ultra-thin, super absorbent personal care solutions to custom branded beverage filtration papers. With our dedicated new product development teams and state-of-the-art global facilities, Glatfelter is ready to speed your innovations to markets around the world and help realize your greatest possibilities.

Glatfelter offers a unique combination of proven capabilities and processes to meet a full range of customer requirements:

- Thermal-bonded airlaid
- Latex-bonded airlaid
- Multi-bonded airlaid
- Hydrogen-bonded airlaid
- Wetlaid web materials
- Multilayer structure
- Dosing of functional fibers and powders of choice
- Microencapsulation/timed release materials
- Standard reel slitting
- Single-lane festooning process
- Overlay papers
- Engineered wetlaid materials
Specialty products for today’s specialized market needs

Serving a broad range of markets, Glatfelter’s nonwovens portfolio is highly customizable to meet your exacting requirements.

Adult Incontinence
• Providing solutions for a wide product range from light to heavy incontinence
• Garment-like design systems with superior absorbency
• Ensuring protection and discretion
• Compatible with most existing converting lines without major investment
• Odor control technology

Baby Diapers
• Ultra-thin core system for baby’s comfort
• Exceptional absorbency with less than 1mm thick structure
• Rapid liquid intake providing superior protection to keep baby’s skin dry
• Highly compatible with existing converting lines without major investment

Personal Care Wipes
• Soft yet durable
• Gentle on skin
• Superb strength when wet
• Textile-like structure with customized patterns

Feminine Hygiene
• Ultra-thin products with superior absorbency
• Greater comfort through flexibility and softness
• Offering cloth-like design
• Providing advanced solutions for Acquisition-Distribution Layer and Absorbent Core

Engineered Wetlaid Nonwovens
• Coating base nonwovens for depilation, tape, flooring and material reinforcement
• Colored base nonwovens for tablecloths and napkins
• Medical nonwovens for surgical tape and face masks
• Fire retardant nonwovens for building and ceiling insulation

Energy Storage
• Nonwoven web materials for capacitors and batteries
• High porosity and web uniformity in low basis weights and thickness
• Custom-designed for superior performance
• Low ESR, high battery cycle lifetime and enhanced production

Beverage Filtration
• Superior infusion for a range of tea and coffee applications
• Food approved printed logo options for branding and promotion
• Unique variety of low basis weight materials
• 100% biodegradable and compostable options

Specialty Wipes
• Pharmaceutical wipes for disinfection
• Tailored for your most demanding applications
• Multi-layered designs for extra absorbency
• Canister or flow-pack applications

Glatfelter offers customers in the world’s fastest-growing, most competitive specialty markets access to world-class nonwoven products, capabilities, logistics and R&D. That helps bring attractive and cost-effective design concepts to life, and gives customers added flexibility to create high-performance products that can give them an edge in competitive markets.
Behind our lightweight and highly absorbent nonwoven products are the strengths of a $1.6 billion company: innovation, specialization, first-class customer service and technical capabilities—all this plus a commitment to sustainable, ecologically sound solutions. With a track record of success since 1864, Glatfelter has long been viewed by customers as the global supplier of choice in specialty papers and engineered products. Serving more than 90 countries worldwide, Glatfelter operates facilities in the U.S., Canada, Germany, France, the United Kingdom and the Philippines, with sales offices in Russia, China and the U.S.